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1. References	 U 81Thete 	 Vt.!

a. NSC 10/2

b. T.S. 41735, covering allocation of PL 303 fends

c. Attachments: (1) Draft letter to proposed sponsors of CFA

(2) Draft "Frospectas of The Committee for a tree
Asia"

(3) Draft Press Release on the CFA

(4) Draft Budget for CFA

2. train

To establish in this country a Committee for a Free Asia which can
serve as the primary instrumentality of apc in fomenting among Asiatic
populations in the Far East a fervent opposition to Soviet.4ir•cted world
communism and mobilising that sentiment in such a way as to impede the
advance of communism and Soviet power in Asia.

3. Background

a. The threat of communist aspremaoy in Asia exists largely because
the populations of that area are either misinformed, passive, or neutral
about this new force, unaware of its implications for their hopes and
traditional ways of life. The advance of the power of world communism,
and with it the power of the Soviet Union, in Asia can be halted only by
the oration of an anti•communist sentiment among the populations of Asia
sufficiently strong and sufficiently steeped in self-interest that it will
have greater potential effect in a positive counter-force expressing
itself in political, paramilitary, or possibly military action. In an
atmosphere of popular animosity, movements such as the "Rae* and the
"Viet Minh," upon which the eventual triumph of communism in Asia depends,
could not succeed.

b. The ground for anti-communism in all of these areas is fertile:
In some, there is the basic contradiction between the freedom of new
nations and the subservience to the soviet Union which world communism
demands of its adherents: in all, there is the instinctive animosity
toward the foreigner, and particularly toward domination by an alien
power. In all, therr are Ftrong religious beliefs nnd traditional ways
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of life from which spring inevitable conflicts with communism. In an area
where "communism" has long been identified with national aspirations, an
outside force is required to bring awareness of the implications of world
communism for those aspirations. Where "communism" has been identified
with greater economic well-being for all, it requires a concerted educational
effort to convince the populations, including many of the leaders, of the
farce behind communist promises.

c. One of the most important sources of potential anti-communism in
the Far Last is the Chinese populations of Southeast Asia. Historically,
the ties of the overseas Chinese communities to the Mainland have been
strong and, politically, these communities have tended to give support

to Mainland authorities. Against the forces of national loyalty and

general passivity toward polities which have produced this result, it is
now necessary to erect a counter-force. Two factors favoring the develop-
ment of a strong sentiment against the establishment of world communism
in China are; (1) that the Chinese of Southeast Asia, as prosperous
owners of small businesses dominating the economic life of these areas
or as skilled workmen, constitute a large "middlnlass" in theoretical
opy. oeition to communist economic doctrine; (2) that, as a large body of
Chinese resident outside of the "iron curtain" but still in contact with
the Mainland, they are able to interpret events on the Mainland in a more
reasoned light than their families at home, and in light of their contact
with the ire° World, to bring some ray of truth behind the curtain. Both
because of the importance to the economy of financial remittances to the
Mainland by overseas Chinese and because the goal of the Chinese communists
of dominance over Silk is best furthered through the loyalty of these
communities, the communist government cannot afford to ignore them nor to
close their channels of communication with the Mainland. In active
opposition to the FRC, therefore, they become a major avenue through which
the Mainland population may be influenced to resist the PRO and, at the
same time, a major means by which the spread of communism to southeast
Asia may be impeded.

d. There have been some indications in recent months that there is
a growing appreciation among the overseas Chinese of the signiiicanco
of a communist government of China. the traditional communist May Day
and 1 October celebrations in these communities were poorly supported
and at the same time a slight resurgence of KMT strength noted, express-
ing itself in "loyalty missions" to Taiwan. Much of the support earned
by the communists in their early successes seems to have passed at least
to a stage of doubt and neutrality. In Bursa a new anti-oommuniet
(non-KMT) newspaper has appeared as an indication of this shift in
opinion, while among Chinese in the United States several movements,
particularly through the Chinese Consolidated Benevolent Association!,
both in New York and San Francisco, have arisen spontaneously to identify
Chinese in this country with the United States and United Nations.
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e. A Committee for a Free Asia, in light of this background, will

serve the following purposes:

(1) It will provide a medium for disseminating directly to the
populations of Asia via radio, newspapers, pamphlets, etc., informa-
tion and ideas which do not seem identified with any governmental
agency. In this respect, it will utilise its own name and, as the
program develops, the names of whatever subsidiary committees in the
area it may develop.

(2) It will provide a means of disseminating information and
ideas indirectly, through furnishing assistance and guidance overtly
to other anti-communist groups.

(3) Through activities utilising its own name and those of exist-
ing groups, it will tend to create an impression of a widespread
anti-oommunism throughout the area which will lend courage to those
previously hesitant of expressing themselves and, in time, enlarge
the sentiment itself through a "bandwagon" effect.

(4) Directly, and in cooperation with at's covert missions, it
will serve to create new groups engaged in the fight against communism.

($) It will provide to diverse groups a sense of unity transcending
the specific interests of small groups and of "cause" to which the
are all related. At the same time, it will give greater promise,
through such unity, of success.

(6) It will greatly simplify CPC's problem of making contact
with existing or potential groups in the area.

(7) Through selectivity * it will be able to lend support to
groups whose total aims or activities may not be identical with
our Own.

4. Proposal 

a. A Committee for a Free Asia will be established with an office
in ban Francisco under the sponsorship of a selected group of leading
California citizens whose background in the Far East and whose partici-
pation in public affairs is such as to make the logically interested
in fighting the spread of communism in that area.

b. The impetus to the formation of the Committee will be given by
three selected persons who will be acquainted with the interest of UPC

in this project and who will exercise, under our direction, controlling
authority. These three persons will then invite a small number of other
leading citizens to participate in the sponsorship of the Committee.
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a.	 e Committee will thereafter incorporate as a non-profit organisa-

tion under the laws of California, establishing an office in San Francisco.

d. Following its incorporation, the Committee will announce its
creation to the press and thereafter, by means of private correspondence
and publicity, gradually bring under its influence and direction, or provide
the impetus for the establishment of, groups composed solely of Asiatics
which will engage directly in PW activities directed against the spread
of communism in Asia.

4. It is not proposed that the Committee will either seek mass
membership in itself or conduct a public campaign for funds. Its organisa-
tion expenses will seem to be supplied by the National Committee for a
Free Europe, Inc., as a friendly gesture to give an initial impetus to
the now organisation. Thereafter, contributions may be anticipated by
the sponsors and by anonymous "donors," foundations, religious organisa-
tions, etc. Control of the organisation will at no time, however, pass
beyond the sponsors, since these sponsors will at all times have the
authority to accept or refuse contributions and will constitute the

Board of Directors.

f. Control by OPC will be exerted directly over the President, who
will be a contract agent. However, exercise of this control will in
practice, unless otherwise necessary, be limited (1) to general policy
guidance, to assurance that support is not given to activities which do
not contribute, or directly impair, the attainment of the ultimate aims
of U.S. policy in the Far East; (2) to a periodic review of activities
and accounts, to assure that results are obtained for funds expended, and
to the submission of regular accounts as required by OPC. Maintenance of
cover and achievement of the aims of securing unity in the fight against
communism will require that at times support be given to some anti-
communist political power groups such as the KMT whose support could be
justified only on the grounds of a common front against communism and not
on the grounds of their own political practices and record. !

g. It is not the intention that CFA shall function with respect to
each country, as has been the case with the NUE, through the establishment
of National Committees. Rather, it is believed preferable that CFA shall
avoid any effort to unify rival political groups in a single national
organisation and shall, instead, work through whatever natural formations
may develop - religious groups, Chinese community associations, third
force groups, chambers of commerce, etc. - for the essential purpose of
propaganda. It is also not the intention that any of these groups shall
in any way participate in the decisions of the CFA. The CF A will act as
a central clearing house of funds, ideas, and materials - available on
specified conditions.

-4-



h. It should be noted specifically that the group will in no way
function as a pressure group on this government, nor will it lend support
or encouragement to Asiatic groups for such a purpose.

i. It is anticipated that in time the CFA may contact existing, or
establish, new, counterpart organizations throughout Southeast Asia, *Itch
can work directly with groups in each area. Certain activities will,
however, be initiated through contadt with groups in the United States
such as the Chinese Consolidated Benevolent Associations.

3. It is anticipated that, in time, CFA can provide cover to such
groups as are covertl y established to lend p”floaaenda support to major
FE projects, such asCL	 :7, and(:	 j) which aim at the
development of guerrilla and popular political resistance movements on
the Asiatic Mainland. This propaganda support will be aimed at securing
for the Chinese resistance movement the allegiance of the overseas
Chinese and indigenous groups and eventually their material assistance.

k. It is proposed to select as the three principal ("wittingw)
members of the Committee the following personas Brayton Wilbur (Chairman),
principal partner of Wilbur, Ellis, and Co., a food products import-
export company operating in Europe and South America, and of Connell
Brothers Company, Ltd., a leading merchandising firm in the Far East;
Charles R. Blyth, a principal in Hlyth and Co., stock and bond brokers,
correspondents for Far East agencies; and J. D. Zellerbach, senior owner
of piper mills in Canada and California and recently chief of the RCA
program for Italy. The additical persons, now considered for the Board,
all prominent citizens of Cal rnia, who will be invited to associate
with the original three in sponsorship are: James b. Black; T. S.
Petersen; James K. Lochead; w . W. Crocker; Dr. J. E. Wallace Sterling;
S. D. Bechtel; Alden G. Roach; James F. Crafts; A. Crawford Greene;
Lingan A. Warren; Garret Mcdnerney III Frederick 1.5 . Whitman; Herbert A.
Magnuson; Turner H. MoBaine.

1. The target areas will be approximately as follows: (1) overseas
Chinese communities; ( 2) Indochina; (3) Indonesia; (4) Korea; (5) Philippines;
(6) Burma; (7) Thailand; (8) Japan. It is not presently contemplated
that the Committee will cover the "Middle Asian" countries.

a. Coordination will be required as follows: within CIA, with
DD(P) for concurrence, with the Covert Coordinating Committee (for the
financial contracts and arrangements); Legal Staff (for the legal aspects
of incorporation and effectuation of CPC control); aSS for a security
plan covering hiring of personnel; Communications, for a common plan)
Personnel, for T/O approval; SP, for administrative aspects; outside of
CIA - with the Department of State and National Psychological Warfare
Strategy Board for policy guidance.

n. It is estimated that the Committee will function for the duration
of the emergency.

MP-SECRET
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o. A Communications Annex is attached.

pi' Full operational control will rest with the Chief, FE, or his Deputy,
who will coordinate with SP where its special responsibilities are involved.
In practice, SP will assume responsibility for 1/41) control over all channels
for official support funds of DTPILLAR; (2) control over all channels for
forwarding of PK materials prepared in U?. government offices to DTPILLAR
in this country; (3) control over channels of communication between CFA and
OPC in Washington; (4) control over all overt relationships with organizations
under SP control, such as MCFE, Crusade for Freedom, 1848 Foundation;
(5) control over financial accounts, bookkeeping, auditing, and reports to
official sponsors. SP will also approve personnel security-cleared for
utilisation by DTPILLAR or cut in as to sources of funds or policy determination.

5. Risks

a. It is believed that the security risks involved in the establishment
and utilisation of a Committee for a Free Asia are minimal. Only the Board
of Directors (15 members) and a few key staff members under contract to or
employees of OPC will be apprised of OPC interest. All of the Board of
Directors have been security-cleared. Full control over the organization will
rest with these persona and with the President, whose position as a contract
agent of OPC leaves him subject to direct control and assures that any
conflict arising between OPC and the Board will have no adverse effect upon
the actual activities of the Committee. The business and public background
of the sponsors, as set forth above, is such as to make their participation
in the Committee and their financial contribution to it reasonable, while the
extensive Far 4st background of the President makes his assumption of thit
position logical.

b. The financial risk is also minimal. To the extent that the CFA
conducts its activities directly - through publications, etc., bearing its
imprint - financial control • over these activities will be direct. It will be
established as a matter of policy that organisations, such as the Chinese
Consolidated Benevolent Associations, which have ample resources will be
given general guidance and encouragement but will be provided with funds
only in the event they are used to undertake approved iub-projects beyond
their customary scope. Where funds are provided for Pfel activities ebroad,
arrangements can be made to secure appropriate reports and financial account-
ing, with OPC's covert missions in the Far lest and State's overt missions
serving as a double-cheek on the veracity of theme reports.

6. Current Status (as of	 March 1951)

a. This project has been Cleared in principle with ADPC and DD(P);
within CIA, and with the Policy Planning Staff of the Department of State.

b. _	 _Dias been assigned as CPC contract agent
to the position of President of DTPILLAR. A Letter of Instructions to him
has been approved.
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c. The following members of the Board of irectors have been security-

cleared, have been wprised of this project, and have signed secrecy
agreements: Z. D. Zellerbach; Lingan A . Warren; H. A. Magnuson; Turner H.
McBaine; Theodore S. Petersen; Charles R. Blyth; S. D. Bechtel; J. B. Black;
A. Crawford Greene; Brayton Wilbur. The following proposed Board members
have been cleared but have not yet signed secrecy agreements, nor been apprised
of this project: McEnerney; Crafts; Sterling; Locheadj Roach; Crocker.

d. DTPILLAR has been incorporated under the Laws of California, offices
have been rented, and the nucleus of a staff has been selected.

e.C- 	 3 has been initially appropriated to this project.
f. Coordination has been effected with the responsible officers of I&SS,

Personnel, Finance and Procurement, and Communications, and thiViattached plans
dealing with the respective interests of these offices in DTPILLAR have been
approved.
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Dear

Mr.

Date:

The undersigned have become associated ihan organization to
be known as the Committee for a Free Asia. This organization
has been set up along somewhat the same lines as the National•
Committee for a Free Europe, headed by C. D. rackion and its
Crusade for Freedom under the leadership of General Lucius
Clay. It will expect to do the same job in Asia as is
presently being dcne in Europe, that is, vigorously to fight
Communism with every means at its command. From the numerous
refugees who have fled China for this country and other parts
of the world to escape Communism, we know there is in China
a strong counter-movement against Mao Tse-tung and his Soviet-
conceived police state. We f•el that by proper propaganda
methods, this Committee can really be effectual in helping to
crystallize the anti-Communist movement, particularly in China.

We are asking only about twelve or fifteen leading citizens
to become sponsors, .along with ourselves, of this important
patriotic movement. We have already received ample financial
support from various Chinese and American firma with sub-
stantial Chinese business interests who are anxious to re-
constitute China. Thus, there will be neither an appeal to
you for funds, nor will we ask you at any time to solicit your
friends for contributions. We simply want your aid in a good
cause.

Will you kindly indicate your agreement to become a sponsor by
either writin r or telephoning to the temoorary address listed
below,

Sincerely yours,

/e/ Brayton Wilbur, Chairman

/8/ Charles R. blyth

/s/ J. D. Zellerbach

2nd floor, 334 California Street
San Francisco

telephone Garfield 1-1775, ext sion 71

con.abEkenPir(:

(OVER) -11/1°Igi
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Ney0Prospectus of	 400

The Committee for Free Asia	 410

The CFA is b ing formed for the purpose of influencing those
national groups a individuals of Asia who are threatened with
communist aggressi	 subversion or exile, to make a conscious
decision to resist nvolvement in and extensional communism. The
assumption of this c use is based on the premises (a) that the
loss of Asia to commu ism is taking place mainly by default of a
sufficiently cogent ap eal, to those who are threatened with in-
volvement in communism, to resist it, and (b) that the mere re-.
cognition of the threat d expression of the will to resist it
will constitute an impor ant advance toward the regeneration of
the national forces in re istance against communist aggression.

The reason why the ap eal to resist communism has lacked
cogency is considered to be that it has lacked local color and
colloquial application in te “ s which are readily understandable
to townspeople and villagers n the path of the communist advance.

On the other hand, there a e thousands of Asian people who
are preeminently qualified to e •ress this appeal forcefully out
of their own experience of loss • home and livelihood to the
C ommunists.

The CFA proposes to close this hiatus between cause and desired
effect by giving those who have suf red loss at communist hands
the opportunity of expressing to the r fellow Asians the real
meaning of the threat of communism to their well-being and liveli-
hood.

The CFA is comprised of public-spi ited American citizens of the
West Coast who have agreed to incorporat as a non-profit-making
association to sponsor and encourage the •rganization of Asiatic
national groups in the United States and outheast Asia to carry out
the purposes expressed in the foregoing pa agraphs. The Committee
will establish offices with appropriate sta f in San Francisco. The
CFA will offer cooperation and facilities t existing organizations
and others to be formed be Asian nationals a d will engage the
voluntary and paid services of such individu ls and groups to pre-
pare end compile for dissemination through al l available channels
information anci anti-communist literature to • e countries of East
and Southeast Asia.

The CFA will supplement and extend beyond e appropriate scope
of official U. S. propaganda agencies in respect to direct collaboratio)
with and sponsorship of Asian national groups and appeals for direct
action in support of anti-communist governments.



PRESS RELEASE 

C .CPMITTEE FOR FREE ASIA

(Names of those w o met, when, and where to form the Committee)

The 1/4'ommittee fo Free Asia is organized to assist the liberty-
loving people of Asiat • countries in preserving or establishing
their freedom from domit,tion and regimentation under the Soviet
satellite system. For e ample,in respect to.Chinese nationals Who
have sought refuge away f am the Moscow-dominated Chinese Communist
regime, the Committee will assist them in collabowative activity
with their fellow nationals outside of mainland China to prevent
the extension of Communist •.ntrol beyond its present boundaries.
This activity will take the orm of providing facilities for the
dissemination of information hrough all available channels to
those who are threatened by Cath,unist aggression as to their true
self-interest in maintaining th ir independence from Soviet Communist
control and their ties of friend hip with free democratic countries
of the world. The Overseas Chine's communities naturally feel
stroncly the desire to save China or the Chinese, free from con-
trolling influence of any outside p wer. The Committee will seek
to encourage this feeling and assist in translating it into an
effective influence for freedom from oviet domination. The
Committee will also seek to serve as a deans of crystallizing the
sentiments of Overseas Chinese who alre dy feel the need of unity
against the far-reaohin■ tentacles of Co unist influence.

The Committee will establish secrets', al offices with an
executive secretary and a public relations fficer who will be the
point of contact and channel for corresponde ce with interested
groups and individuals.

C Ofta0L1-00111ES
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OPC Form 404 (REV)
20 March 1950

BUDGET ESTIMATE

?depose 	 "Witted°

Fiscal Year 19 Ai 

OBJECT CLASSIFICATION

(For detailed explanation see A.M. 4.009)

L_SJNDSL_UDJIF
TOTAL I	 FIELD

I
I

HQ.

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Salaries of Sao. Seen Minim

.01	 Personal Services Dir., Seoritagy,Publie $00.000,00 $30,500.00
Relations Office

.02	 Travel

.03	 Transportation of Things

.04	 Communication Services

.05	 Rents and Utility Services

.06	 Printing and Reproduction Services

.07A Other Contractual Services — Admin.

•07B Other Contractual Services — Compensation .

.07C Other Contractual Services — Subsidies
and Proprietary Projects

C
2 C --	 j

.07D All Other Operational Contractual Services

.08	 Supplies and Materials

.09	 Equipment

TOTAL C.	 3	 Cet	 _..D

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. Lines .01 through .09 equal TOTAL; Column 3 plus Column 4 equal Column t.

2. The basis for each estimate in Columns 3 and 4 must be provided. For example,
a statement of the necessity for the number and types of personnel in the field
for which the funds are estimated on line .07B, Caumn 3.

3. Use a separate form if the estimate extends beyond the fiscal year indicated
above.

4. The OPC Budget Officer will assist in the preparation of this form upon request.

Prepared by 	 	 Date 	
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CO”ITTEE FOR FREE ASIA

TUDGET

25January 1951 - 31 December 1951

Office rental at $400 per mont*
Office furniture and equipment
Stationery and supplies
Printing and publication
Public utilities
Postage and telegraph
Salaries:

Executive Secretary	 10,000
Stenographic Secretary	 3,000
Public Relations Officer	 10,000
Interpreters and Translators 	 12,000
Chinese director	 7,500
Office boy	 1,800

Subsidies to Asian groups and counterpart cover t:	 3
in SEA organizations
Contingencies	 C	 3

COPT cZ 
OT,LCOPIIS
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S-E-C-R-E-T

SECRET
PROJECT FINANCIAL DATA

(This data may not exceed SECRET classification)

Project Cryptonym  pgra4p 	Fiscal Period Covered si	 195.
-11rthrouernne 1954

Sit Paltnner--
Case Officer	 Responsible Staff or Division

A. PERSONNEL REQUIREMENTS
771cate number and type of personnel required and estimated total
compensation for salary, allowances, travel end related employee
benefits.)

Type 	Number
	

Estimated Total Compensation

a	 ,f;
s•• at ached*

C

1,0000,0,
$	 .

B. SUPPLIES, MATEPIALS, EQUIRTNT, AND SPECIAL SERVICES
(Indicate the type and estimated cost of materials and special serv-
ices required to support the project. Attach a list of special
equipment requirements, if available.)

attaaboi.

Total Estimated Cost SC,

C. OTHER OPERATIONAL EXPENSES
TYT7Teate volume and nature of such ex penses, such as (1) maintenance
of two operational houses abroad, (2) hire of approximately 10
foreign nationals for procurement of information, (3) spot purchase
of information, etc.)

Staff Employees
Staff Agents	 -MO
Career Agents
Agents	 10
Consultants
Detailed Personnel
Miscellaneous

TOTAL

OFC Form No. LO4a

9 November 1950

SOS attahet.

Total Estimated Cost C__

S-E-C-R-E-T
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D. SUBSIDY OR PROPRIETARY PAYMENTS
(If funds are to be turned over to individuals or groups in large
lump sums to be expended by the individuals or groups at their dis-
cretion to accomplish an agreed-upon objective, explain the type of
financial accounts, factual verification, or statements, if any,
other than a receipt for the lump sum, which will be obtained from
such individual or group.)

*ft Att.*

Total Estimated Cost C
E. FUNDING REQUIREMENTS

(Show 7pproximate dates funds will be required, if known, and indicate
.whether funds will be required in U. S. dollars, specific types of
foreign currency, checks, bonds, gold, or some special type of nego-
tiable instrument. Indicate any special security requirements or
special methods of transmission anticipated in connection with
funding the activity.)

C-4 nva
WOPTV,"

toRtsratittris	 ti

F. SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS
(Within security limitations, list any other facts or circumstances
which will enable Special Support Staff to lend adequate logistic
support to this project. Indicate specifically the "Rush" or
"Time" factors involved.)

G. Funds required for use in Field
Funds required for use by Hq.

Total (this amount is also total of
A, B, C, and D above) C 

OPC Form No. 404a
9 November 1950	 - 2 -
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=Vs This budget Sakes into sonsideration earths overt aspects
of =Imo. where DTPILLAR is used as ewer few (but dose not control)
covert activities, the budget for those activities sill he carried iu area
estimates,

A. P11SONNIAL RWTIMMITS

1. Staff Simples' are employees at SaWngton headquarters responsible
for MILLAR (• :VOWS). These employees are net othertrisa
asestei felt In the headquarters 2/0 011 flIviutit, lial(-

as es	
i.

estimate s that the ultimate staff at eve viii Met be 
sed

ltd by the beginning of the fist year ma to therefore somegherttaw thetotal yearly earnings of See persons.
3. Staff Agents ewer both staff and mast ma nse nno4enta to :Immo

haadquartoro in this oottatst. The figs ed`C _ _ -Passes 10
staff agents 0(: _Oper year ass ant 10 d< _3per year average.

ZA. Agents cover field agents for 	 attnched to the counterpart
organisations or on special mission,.

At. Detailedpersonnel owe ail *MAWS of DTPILhai headquarter* in
this set*: other than staff agents. AltdaAit is seeted that
there viii be /0 personnel brae swA.Of 711 1	 the budget estimate
meemes aft avenge in this this of only Swaths anplaneat, nes,
to now at a baltsloatty rate of OAS opals $175.000•001

3. SUPPLIES, MATUIALS, EQPIPMWT, AID SPICIAL SISTIOAS

1. Cost of U.S. headquarters office (rental., paper
supplies, office equipment, Insurance, indephons,
illateralA0	 _3

2. Administrative cost of five offices in field
C 00,000 per officio

3.Printing, reproduction, distribution of printed
at

Total

C. OPTIM CINTAITMAL

1. aurvey of radio roneihilities

2.Purchase of information

siciET
C-
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3
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.4.	 SEChur DTPILIAR
rr 19521

Atthohnsnt to Porn 404n Owe 2) 

3. Poetise of radio tine, radio programing. eta.
(eatini.ted at 6 months only)

4. SuppOrt of scholars, adios, refugees, etc.,
including travel trainees for lecture ourposse

5* Travel of membors of staff and agoutis

Total

D. SWIM OR PROPRIETARY PATHS'S

1, Subsiiv of research projects

3. Subsidy of indigenous organisations in U.S. and in
field for listrilrution nnt-rials, .:urchaso of Informs.
ties, and other activities not conducted by OTTILIAR
itself. 21,1 ,7. Includes funds km ocrInt,rn orfmnisa.
Mum

3. Project devolounant

TOTALS

A. PRAWN= irti.RAMTE

3. %WPM; MANRIALS, EMITLYST, rt.	 C	 0
C. MEER OPERATIONAL EXPENSES
	

C
D. SUBSIDY OR PROPRIRTARY POWNTS

SECRET


